
Pirqei Aboth

Pirqei Aboth 4: How Do You
Calculate Your Wealth?

There is a story about a king who asked
his deputy, "What is your net worth, including all
the money and land that you possess?". His
deputy replied, "Your majesty, I have $30,000".
The king became very angry because he knew
that his deputy was extremely wealthy and had
much more money than that.

His deputy, upon seeing the king's anger
responded as follows:

"Your majesty, please do not be angry
with me. Your majesty asked me how much I
possess. My answer was the truth because I see
from my records that I gave $30,000 in charity
and that is what is mine. I do not know to whom
the rest of the wealth, which is currently in my
possession, belongs."

There are many who are blessed with
much wealth, but they will be unable to take it
with them when they go. They will have to leave
it to those who inherit it, and they have no way
of knowing what will become of it after they are
gone. Therefore, this money cannot be
considered as belonging to them.

Who can be called a truly rich person?
The one who is happy with what possesses. And
what does he unquestionably possess? Only
what he has given in charity and acts of kindness
can be considered truly his.

Parasha

Emor: Why Mention All the Details of
the Blasphemer?

Rabbenu Ba¥ya asks why it was necessary for the
Torah to reveal all the details of the man who blasphemed
against G-d, Heaven forbid? Surely it would have been
appropriate, for the honor of G-d, not to publicize the
incident. It would have been sufficient to simply state the
Halakha (law) that one who blasphemes G-d will surely be
put to death. Indeed, it is even one of the seven Noahide
laws, so it should be obvious to the Jewish people that it is
forbidden without entering into all the details.

He gives us two reasons why the Torah elaborated
on this point. The first reason is that it teaches us that since
there was only one person in the entire Jewish nation who
failed in this area, there must be a blemish in his roots. In
fact, as we are told, his mother was Jewish but his father
was an Egyptian man who was killed by Moshe Rabbenu,
'a"h.

The second reason is to teach us a fundamental
principle in connection with blessings and how we should
bless G-d. When this man blasphemed, he first uttered
G-d's ineffable Name (the Tetragrammaton) and then
proceeded to curse (Wayyiqra 24:11). Therefore, when we
bless G-d, we should first concentrate on the letters of
G-d's Name and their meaning, after which we should bless
G-d, saying His Name in the way we are permitted to.

One who blesses G-d's Name in the appropriate
manner, receives the reward of long life for doing so.

(See Rabbenu Ba¥ya, Parashath Emor)
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Repeating G-d's Name When Reading the Torah
As part of not transgressing the prohibition of you shall not take the Name of the L-rd your G-d in vain,

the one who reads from the Torah must be careful when he reads G-d's name. If he makes a mistake with
the ¤a'am (cantillation tune) when reading G-d's name, he must not repeat the word G-d with the correct
tune, because this is included in the prohibition of saying G-d's name in vain.

Instead, he should repeat the Pasuq (verse) from the beginning or from the middle. The Somekh, or
the one correcting him, should likewise be careful not to correct him by repeating G-d's name. Instead he
should tell him the correct Ta'am, such as Rabiya' or Zarqa, etc.

(See Kaf Ha¥ayyim 215:36. Qi£ur Shul¥an 'Arukh of ¡akham Rafael Barukh Toledano, 212, Oth 22)



The Power of Print
The Pele Yo’e£ writes that the benefit of printing is very great. Through it, Torah becomes great and is

spread everywhere.

Since, in general, the majority of ¡akhamim are unable to print their own works and are forced to go
from city to city to collect money to print their books, it is appropriate for those who have the means, to
assist them by opening up their hands generously. Through this, they obtain their share with the ¡akham.
The degree of their reward depends on the content of the work, how necessary it is for the public and the
benefit for the service of G-d.

There is no other form of donation that is considered to be such a great Mi£wah, because any other
Mi£wah is for a specific time and when it is done it is over. When one gives for the purpose of publishing a
holy book, however, his righteous act lasts for generations, because he gives the opportunity to so many to
study the Torah that is in the work that was published.

One who does so acquires for himself a good name, words of Torah, a portion in the world to come
and in this world also.

(See Pele Yo’e£, Defus)

   Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe ‘a”h 

Ra¥el, the Admirable Wife of Ribbi Aqiba and Her Hair
Many women are fascinated and react with awe and admiration to the woman behind the heroic sage,

Ribbi Aqiba. (To read more please see, A Torah Minute™, vol.,2, Women’s Corner, The Wife Behind the Torah Giant - Ribbi 'Aqiba, parts 1 & 2).

We are told by some commentators on the Gemara (Nedarim 50a), that when Aqiba and his wife lived
in extreme poverty, they slept on straw for a bed, and Aqiba would pull out the straw from Ra¥el's hair.

There is an opinion that when (Ribbi) Aqiba was away from home, studying at the Yeshiba, Ra¥el, his
wife, sold her hair. Apparently it was common practice for women, in those days, to sell their hair as a source
of income. For Ra¥el, this was an additional opportunity to support herself during those challenging times.

Later on, when Ribbi Aqiba became one of the greatest scholars of his time and an extremely wealthy
individual, he bought for his selfless wife an exquisite headdress made of gold, known as: Jerusalem of Gold.
This ornament represented his deep appreciation for her devotion and self sacrifice.

(To be continued
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